
ORDER MANAGEMENT:
EVERYWHERE, 
IN REAL-TIME.

Pocketoffice 

is a system developed by 

Systech that provides to sales 

consultants operating in 

jewellery and watches sectors 

to manage process of data 

access, acquisition, sharing 

and sending. In real-time 

and in full mobility.

For many companies, sales consultants are the heart of their own business, the 
most important role with respect to the potential income and the corporate brand 
of their firm on a local area: to sum up, sales network is the driving force that can 
make the difference.
In this context Systech is proud to introduce you Pocketoffice, the leading-edge 
platform for mobility solutions especially conceived for distribution companies 
operating in jewellery and watches sectors with a mobile sales network.

The advanced ID automatic data technologies (barcode, RFID and voice) provide to 
sales consultants operating in mobility an enhanced process control device in order 
to manage and streamline all daily tasks, such as order entry and management, 
reporting and statistics view.

In step with the current needs and trends, Pocketoffice makes use of Smartphone 
e tablet devices based on the modern iOS – Apple –and Android platforms.
Smart, easy-to-use, compact, equipped with “instant-on” function and 
at a very competitive price, these devices stand out the 
market: sales consultants can operate in full mobility and 
offer a better sales experience thanks to the interactivity. 
As a consequence, the company brand results more 
captivating.

Enhanced mobility solutions



System architecture

The operating system installed on a portable device. It performs data 
acquisition, sharing and sending operations.

The operating system installed on a PC, for connection via USB, 
Wireless, UMTS/GPRS and data sharing between portable devices 
and the head office.

The operating system installed on a PC, for management of 
exchanged data between portable devices and the head office.

Pocketoffice system is based on three essential components:

Pocketoffice is a customisable SW, also available in multilingual version, used by s operators dealing with the whole business process 
in mobility. This platform provides to manage:

Program functions

A solution full of benefits

>  Items photo book;

> On-line and offline functioning;

> Two different kind of sales: by the piece or with gold withdrawal;

> Sale-or-return items;

> Cash flow with customer open payments views;

> Detailed print on order closing, with sold items, sale-or-return items and cash flow views;

> Orders entry during trade fairs.

Simple and easy-to-use, fully compatible with the available IT system, Pocketoffice allows you to:

> be in constant sync with the company IT system

> save time usually spent on standard and recurring tasks

> reduce the margin of error in filling orders and sharing data between the company head office 
   and the sales consultants operating in mobility

> offer a better service quality to your customers
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Born in 1994, Systech s.r.l. is a company specialized in design and development of customizable software and hardware solutions. Integration with the most 
innovative automatic data identification (barcode, RFID and voice) makes Systech s.r.l. a leader company in this market.
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